As has been the custom in previous years, the final year Surveying & SIS undergraduate students will present the results of their theses in public lectures. Due to the small class this year’s Thesis Conference will take place on the afternoon 1-5pm, Tuesday, 10 November, in room LG03 - Rex Vowels Theatre, Lower Ground Floor, Electrical Engineering Building of the UNSW Kensington Campus.

Attendance is free! Visitors are welcome - particularly the employers of the students - as are family members and friends of the thesis students. The School will provide afternoon refreshments. The School’s Student Society will be running a BBQ immediately following the Thesis Conference, to which you are all invited. We would appreciate if you could let us know if you will attend by Thursday 5 November (93854182 or email survsis@unsw.edu.au). CPD: 4 Survey Practice Points.

13.00 – 15.00 hr
1. Laura Nian, Developing Web Map Services and Web Feature Services for Teaching and Learning Environment using GeoServer
2. Bernice Sparkes, Validation of DInSAR as a Technology for Monitoring Mine Subsidence
3. Joel Haasdyk, Automatic Bernese Processing of CORsnet-NSW for Detection of Station Deformation
4. Blake Trudgeon, UNSW Campus Control Network
5. Simon Cheung, Investigation into Total Station onboard Software
6. Tom McDonald, Precise Positioning with GPS and Glonass: Performance Evaluation on UNSW Campus

15.00 – 15.30 hr – Afternoon tea/coffee

15.30 – 17.10 hr
7. Simon Chow, Building a Campus Model from Imagery Acquired from the Air
9. Sian Elliott, Visualisation of the Public Transport System of Sydney
11. Matt Cooper, 2012 International Transit of Venus Re-observation